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Abstract. Providing blind users with access to graphical user interfaces is still a
very complex problem. Existing screen readers face many obstacles that stem from
the fact that environments are usually not designed with accessibility in mind. Ex-
panding upon many advances that have emerged in recent years in support of the
Design For All principle, an alternative approach to providing non-visual access to
graphical user interfaces is presented.
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1. Introduction

The emergence of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) caused quite a concern within the
community of blind users [1]. While text-based screens were mostly accessible to screen
readers, the new technology presented a whole new range of challenges. Sighted users
usually consider a GUI to be more intuitive, whereas blind users are more commonly
hindered by the use of primarily visual concepts.

The popularity of MS Windows-based systems in the workplace and at home, and
the existence of commercial screen readers on this platform caused somewhat of an ar-
tificial comfort zone. Some felt that the crisis had been averted. Other systems such as
Unix remained a concern, but these were often considered to be very specialised environ-
ments. Remote access to Unix systems from MS Windows workstations was considered
sufficient.

The increase in popularity of Unix systems, both in work and home environments,
has shifted the balance in recent years, raising the priority on providing non-visual ac-
cess to GUIs on Unix. Mynatt and Weber describe two early approaches: Mercator and
GUIB [2].

Edwards, Mynatt and Stockton published a paper as early as 1994 [3], stressing the
importance of providing access to GUIs rather rather than graphical screens, thereby
setting the stage for using non-visual representations rather than trying to interpret the
visual image of windows. More recent research into this area focuses on the specific
obstacles that blind users encounter with GUIs [4], spatial auditory interfaces [5], and
multi-modal interfaces[6].

The similarity between web forms and user interfaces (UIs) drives the research pre-
sented in this paper. Research into web accessibility [7,8,9] and abstract user interfaces
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(AUIs) [10,11] is combined to provide an alternative approach to non-visual access to
GUIs.

The remainder of this paper first presents related work on GUI accessibility. The
third section describes the use of an AUI at the core of an accessibility framework, while
the fourth section focuses on the integration with existing AUI applications. The fifth
section concludes this paper with a description of future work.

2. Related Work

User interfaces are a very important topic within the realm of Human-Computer In-
teractions. For the purposes of this paper, the work done at the Belgian Laboratory of
Computer-Human Interaction (BCHI) at the Université Catholique de Louvain is of great
importance [12]. The ability to abstract the user interface of applications lies at the core
of the methods proposed in this paper.

The “Fruit” system [10] described by Kawai, Aida, and Saito addresses the issue of
UI accessibility as well. Rather than using an AUI, an abstract widget toolkit is used.
The presentation of the UI is handled by a device-specific rendering component. The
“Fruit” system primarily deals with representing the UI on any one arbitrary device that
is supported by the system. Two aspects of accessibility that are not present in the system
are synchronised presentation in multiple modalities (e.g. presenting the UI both visually
and auditorily to facilitate cooperation between sighted and blind users) and accessibility
at the windowing system level to handle window management functionality.

The Visualisation and Interactive Systems Group of the University of Stuttgart de-
scribed a system for black-box UIs [13]. Their work was aimed at replacing a user in-
terface by means of interposing libraries. The presented solution for non-invasive adap-
tation of UIs is useful for capturing widget toolkit function calls for testing purposes. It
could also be used to enable legacy applications to use improved or adapted versions of
a given UI toolkit.

3. Accessibility and AUIs

One of the more complex aspects of GUIs on Unix systems is the quite common practice
of simultaneously using applications built upon different widget toolkits. Screen readers
on Unix therefore must handle the different widget toolkits. Figure 1 shows parts of three
different application UIs: Firefox, XFig, and GAIM. The top snapshots both contain a
menu bar, while all three contain buttons. While the look of the menu bars and the buttons
is quite distinctly different between the snapshots, users intuitively know that all menu
bars essentially work the same way. The same applies to the buttons. Functionality is the
common factor.

The Gnome desktop environment [14] provides accessibility for various widget
toolkits provided that the toolkits implement an “accessibility bridge” that can interface
with the Assistive Technology Service Provider Interface (AT-SPI). Haneman and Mulc-
ahy provide a detailed architecture [15] diagram for the Gnome Accessibility Architec-
ture, describing this dependency (see Figure 2). The application layer in the diagram
covers both the actual application code and the widget toolkit implementation. Applica-
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Figure 1. Parts of UIs using various widget toolkits: Firefox (upper left), XFig (upper right), GAIM (bottom)

Figure 2. The GNOME Desktop Accessibility Architecture
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Figure 3. Abstracting the UI: Schematic overview

tions must be implemented with accessibility in mind, by calling specific functions in the
widget toolkit.

The well known development paradigm to separate presentation and application
logic makes it possible to avoid the widget toolkit specific accessibility bridge. Rather
than constructing the UI by means of function calls into a specific widget toolkit, appli-
cations will implement their UI by means of an AUI definition. This definition can be
constructed programmatically using specific UI creation tools that generate a description
of the UI in a standard format (e.g. UsiXML [12]). The visualisation of the UI is then
delegated to widget toolkit specific AUI interpreters, while non-visual presentation of the
UI is be handled by alternative AUI interpreters that can serve screen readers. Figure 3
provides a schematic description of this approach. For this technique to be successful,
the AUI must be able to represent both data and a description on how to present that data,
as suggested by Trewin, Zimmermann, and Vanderheiden [11].

Mynatt and Weber discuss four important HCI design issues [2] that need to be
addressed as part of any non-visual presentation of GUIs:

• Coherence between visual and non-visual interfaces
Collaboration between sighted and blind users requires coherence between the
visual and non-visual interfaces. The mental model of the UI must be substantially
similar to both user groups to allow clear communication about how to use an
application to accomplish a specific goal, and one user should be able to observe
the actions of another.
By abstracting the UI and visualising it by means of specific AUI interpreters co-
herence is guaranteed. Both the visual and the non-visual presentations are gen-
erated from a single source that provides both a description of the UI and the data
presented in it.

• Exploration in a non-visual interface
Non-visual modalities (auditory and tactile) are limited in their ability to provide
information to the user in part due to their largely serial nature, whereas a visual
UI can provide information in parallel in a very efficient way.
The screen reader implementation must provide specific non-visual mechanisms
to explore the non-visual interface. Given that the GUI is capable of providing
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information by means of spatial properties of UI elements, often beyond the scope
of a single application, non-visual alternatives must also be provided.

• Conveying graphical information in a non-visual interface
GUIs commonly present information in a strict visual way: icons, attributes on UI
elements, appearance of UI elements, . . .
Due to the nature of the AUI mechanism, visual aspects of UI elements are han-
dled by the AUI interpreters. The non-visual interpreter can provide information
to the screen reader concerning the properties of UI elements. It is the responsi-
bility of the screen reader to present this information in a usable way.

• Interaction in a non-visual interface
Interaction in a GUI is often based on visual idioms (clicking a button, moving a
slider, . . . ) whereas a blind user requires specific non-visual forms of interaction.
The screen reader is responsible for providing modes of interaction that can be
translated into their equivalent visual modes. The AUI component is therefore not
only responsible for the presentation of the UI, but also for abstracting user input
(where needed). An example of this functionality would be translating specific
key combinations into mouse operations.

An additional advantage of being able to interpret an AUI in a non-visual way can
be found in centralised computing environments. Executing an application on a remote
system and displaying the UI on the local system is a very common practise in the Unix-
world. Programmatically defined GUIs typically require the screen reader to issue func-
tion calls across the network in order to query attributes of specific UI objects. A screen
reader based on an AUI could request the current state of (part of) the UI in a single
remote function call and interpret it locally. Experiments will show whether this is a
significant advantage.

4. Integration with existing AUIs

While this paper proposes abstracting the UI of applications as a solution to providing
non-visual access to application, it is unlikely that developers will be interested in adopt-
ing such a technique purely for the purpose of supporting accessibility. On the other
hand, the potential for user-selectable “look and feel” by specifying which visualisation
should be used may be an attractive feature of this technique.

Past [10] and current [11,16] research on abstract user interfaces expands upon the
separation of presentation and application logic, and the observation that the talent re-
quired to develop UIs is quite different from the talent required to write application logic.
An area that receives a lot of attention is the development of UI creation tools, gener-
ating an abstract description of the UI. Rather than trying to provide multiple layers of
abstraction, it is proposed that existing UI description languages (such as UsiXML) are
extended to provide the information needed for non-visual presentation.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents an alternative technique for providing non-visual access to graphical
user interfaces, by means of an abstraction of the user interface. While the technique
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is theoretically feasible, only an actual experimental implementation can truly put it to
the test. In the coming months, an initial AUI description will be defined along with the
implementation of a visual rendering agent based on existing widget toolkits. Building
upon that work, a non-visual rendering agent will be implemented together with a basic
screen reader. Throughout all research and development, experimental implementations
will be presented to blind users for feedback on the techniques used and its effectiveness.

Various questions remain unanswered, and will require additional research in coming
months. The interpretation of the AUI for non-visual presentation requires mappings
from mostly visual metaphors to non-visual one. Proper integration with existing AUI
frameworks is required, because this technique heavily depends on the adoption of the
AUI application development paradigm.
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